Introduction
============

The human brain as a special brain
----------------------------------

What makes us human? Is our brain, the only one known to study other brains, special in any way? According to a recent popular account of what makes us unique, "we have brains that are bigger than expected for an ape, we have a neocortex that is three times bigger than predicted for our body size, we have some areas of the neocortex and the cerebellum that are larger than expected, we have more white matter" -- and the list goes on (Gazzaniga, [@B17]). Most specialists seem to agree (for example, Marino, [@B37]; Rilling, [@B51]; Sherwood et al., [@B61]). Since ours is obviously not the largest brain on Earth, our superior cognitive abilities cannot be accounted for by something as simple as brain size, the most readily measurable parameter regarding the brain. Emphasis is thus placed on an exceptionality that is, curiously, not brain-centered, but rather body-centered: With a smaller body but a larger brain than great apes, the human species deviates from the relationship between body and brain size that applies to other primates, great apes included, boasting a brain that is 5--7× too large for its body size (Jerison, [@B30]; Marino, [@B37]). Recent efforts to support this uniqueness have focused on finding genetic differences between humans and other primates (reviewed in Vallender, [@B67]), as well as cellular particularities such as the presence and distribution of Von Economo neurons (Nimchinsky et al., [@B42]; but see Butti et al., [@B8]; Hakeem et al., [@B19]).

To regard the human brain as unique requires considering it to be an outlier: an exception to the rule, whatever that rule is. This makes little sense, however, in light of evolution. If we go to such great lengths to affirm, and teach, that evolution is the origin of diversity in life, and to find trends and laws that apply to kingdoms, phyla and orders as a whole, why then insist that whatever scaling rules apply to other primates must not apply to us? In view of the vexing size inferiority in brain size and of the lack of information about what our brains are actually made of -- and how that compares to other brains, particularly those of whales and elephants -- resorting to a quest for uniqueness may have seemed as a necessary, natural step to justify the cognitive superiority of the human brain.

Recently, a novel quantitative tool developed in our lab (Herculano-Houzel and Lent, [@B27]) has finally made the numbers of neurons and non-neuronal cells that compose the brains of various mammals, humans included, available for comparative analysis. This review will focus on such a quantitative, comparative analysis, with emphasis on the numbers that characterize the human brain: what they are, how they have been viewed in the past, and how they change our view of where the human brain fits into the diversity of the mammalian nervous system.

The human brain in numbers
--------------------------

How many neurons does the human brain have, and how does that compare to other species? Many original articles, reviews and textbooks affirm that we have 100 billion neurons and 10 times more glial cells (Kandel et al., [@B32]; Ullian et al., [@B66]; Doetsch, [@B12]; Nishiyama et al., [@B43]; Noctor et al., [@B44]; Allen and Barres, [@B1]), usually with no references cited. This leaves the reader with the impression that the cellular composition of the human brain has long been determined. Indeed, an informal survey with senior neuroscientists that we ran in 2007 showed that most believed that the number of cells in the human brain was indeed already known: that we have about 100 billion neurons, outnumbered by about 10 times more glial cells -- but none of the consulted scientists could cite an original reference for these numbers (Herculano-Houzel and Lent, unpublished observations). Curiously, the widespread concept that neurons represent about 10% of all cells in the human brain might be one of the arguments behind the popular, but mistaken, notion that we only use 10% of our brain (Herculano-Houzel, [@B23]).

The reason for such lack of references is that indeed there was, to our knowledge, no actual, direct estimate of numbers of cells or of neurons in the entire human brain to be cited until 2009. A reasonable approximation was provided by Williams and Herrup ([@B69]), from the compilation of partial numbers in the literature. These authors estimated the number of neurons in the human brain at about 85 billion: 12--15 billion in the telencephalon (Shariff, [@B60]), 70 billion in the cerebellum, as granule cells (based on Lange, [@B33]), and fewer than 1 billion in the brainstem. With more recent estimates of 21--26 billion neurons in the cerebral cortex (Pelvig et al., [@B48]) and 101 billion neurons in the cerebellum (Andersen et al., [@B2]), however, the total number of neurons in the human brain would increase to over 120 billion neurons.

As to the 10 times more numerous glial cells in the human brain, that seems to be the case only in subcortical nuclei such as the thalamus (17 glial cells per neuron) and the ventral pallidum (12 glial cells per neuron; Pakkenberg and Gundersen, [@B46]). In the gray matter of the cerebral cortex, glial cells outnumber neurons by a factor of \<2 (Sherwood et al., [@B61]; Pelvig et al., [@B48]). Given the relatively small number of glial cells reported for the human cerebellum, where they are outnumbered by neurons by at least 25:1 (Andersen et al., [@B2]), the only possible explanation for the ubiquitous quote of 10 times more glial than neuronal cells in the entire human brain would be the presence of nearly one trillion glial cells in the remaining structures alone -- an unlikely scenario, since these structures represent \<10% of total brain mass.

Why bother with cell numbers?
-----------------------------

Across species, the number of neurons and their relative abundance in different parts of the brain is widely considered to be a determinant of neural function and, consequently, of behavior (Williams and Herrup, [@B69]). Among mammals, those species with the largest brains, such as cetaceans and primates, have a greater range and versatility of behavior than those with the smallest brains, such as insectivores (Jerison, [@B31]; Marino, [@B38]). Among birds, those that are larger-brained (corvids, parrots and owls) are also considered the most intelligent (Lefebvre et al., [@B34]). A recent comparison of several parameters, including brain size, relative brain size, encephalization, conduction velocity and estimated numbers of neurons led two authors to conclude that the "factors that correlate better with intelligence (across species) are the number of cortical neurons and conduction velocity, as the basis for information processing" (Roth and Dicke, [@B53]). Indeed, within non-human primates, a recent meta-analysis concluded that the best predictor of the cognitive abilities of a species is absolute brain size, not relative size nor encephalization quotient (EQ;Deaner et al., [@B11]).

However, the correlation between absolute brain size and cognitive abilities breaks down when species of similar brain size are compared across orders. Monkeys, for instance, possess brains that are much smaller than those of ungulates, but the higher cognitive and behavioral flexibility of monkeys over ungulates is anecdotally evident to any observer who compares the ingenious and complex abilities of macaques to those of cows or horses, even though the latter have 4--5× larger brains than macaques. For similar-sized brains, rodents also perform more poorly than primates: With a brain of only 52 g, the behavioral, social and cognitive repertoire of the capuchin monkey is outstanding compared to the capybara, a giant Amazonian rodent (MacDonald, [@B35]), even though the latter has a larger brain of 75 g. This is reminiscent of the most striking and troubling discrepancy regarding brain size and cognitive abilities: that between humans and larger-brained species such as whales and elephants. If the latter have brains that are up to six times larger than a human brain, why should we be more cognitively able? Answering this question requires a direct examination of the numbers of neurons that compose the brains of humans and other species.

Brain and Body Scaling: The Traditional View
============================================

Assumption 1: body size matters
-------------------------------

If the smaller size of the human brain compared to elephant and whale brains (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) translates into a smaller number of neurons in the human brain than in the latter, then what makes the human brain outstanding in its cognitive abilities? In the absence of direct estimates of numbers of neurons in these and other species, the search for a neural correlate for human capacities has placed emphasis on the characteristic that most undisputedly places humans above other mammals: the EQ (Jerison, [@B30]). This measure is based on the observation that, across species, brain size correlates with body size in a way that can be described mathematically with a power function, thus allowing the predicted brain mass to be calculated for any species. EQ indicates how much the observed brain mass of a species deviates from the expected for its body mass: an EQ of 1 indicates that the observed brain mass matches the expected value; an EQ \>1 means that brain size in that species is larger than expected for its body mass.

![**The human brain is not the largest**. Brains of a human and of an African elephant are depicted here at the same scale. Drawings by Lorena Kaz based on images freely available from the University of Wisconsin and Michigan State Comparative Mammalian Brain Collections ([www.brainmuseum.org](www.brainmuseum.org)).](fnhum-03-031-g001){#F1}

Compared to mammals as a whole, humans have the largest EQ found for any mammal, of between 7 and 8 (Jerison, [@B30]); even if compared to anthropoid primates only, humans still have an EQ of over 3, a value that is larger than that obtained for any other primate or cetacean (Marino, [@B37]). The position of the human species as an outlier in the body × brain comparison is made clear if one considers that although gorillas and orangutans overlap or exceed humans in body size, their brains amount to only about one-third of the size of the human brain.

There are, however, several problems with the notion that the explanation for the superior cognitive abilities of the human species lies in its large EQ. For one, it is not obvious how larger-than-expected brain mass would confer a cognitive advantage. In principle, this advantage would rely on the availability for cognitive functions of whatever brain mass exceeds what is necessary to process body-related information. However, according to this notion, small-brained animals with very large EQs should be expected to have more cognitive abilities than large-brained animals with smaller EQs. Capuchin monkeys, for instance, have much larger EQs than gorillas (Marino, [@B37]), but are outranked by these in cognitive performance (Deaner et al., [@B11]). Absolute brain mass and number of neurons, left out of the encephalization equation, must clearly be taken into consideration, since the "exceeding number of neurons" in a large brain should necessarily be larger than that in a smaller brain of same EQ (Herculano-Houzel, [@B24]).

Another problem with the utility of the EQ is that the body--brain mass relationship from which expected brain mass is derived depends on the precise combination of species computed (Barton, [@B5]; Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]). We have recently found that, compared to the linear brain × body relationship that applies to the primate species in our sample (which consisted of simian and prosimian primates; Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]), the human brain deviates by only 10% from its expected size (Azevedo et al., [@B3]). This conformity to the body × brain relationship that applies to non-anthropoid primates is consistent with the observation that, like in other non-anthropoid primates, the human brain mass represents about 2% of body mass. Given the sensitivity of EQ to the species included and our finding that the human brain conforms to the scaling rules that apply to other primates (see below), we have suggested that, rather than humans having a larger brain than expected, it is the great apes such as orangutans and, more notably, gorillas that have bodies that are much larger than expected for primates of their brain size (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]).

This latter possibility of a dissociation between brain and body development in evolution (which might be only circumstantially, and not causally, related) constitutes a final criticism to the usefulness of the EQ as an index of "brain" evolution in comparative studies: indeed, the emphasis on the body-centered EQ overlooks the observation that, compared to other mammalian orders, primate encephalization is the result of a shift in postcranial growth processes, not a modification of brain growth (Deacon, [@B10]). In the words of Deacon, "if primates have big brains merely because they have small bodies, we cannot presume that this represents an evolutionary trend driven by cognitive demands"(p. 343). In this scenario, however, the human brain exhibits a further modification in that it continues to grow as though in a larger body (Deacon, [@B10]).

Assumption 2: brain size matters
--------------------------------

Brain size varies across mammals by a factor of approximately 100,000 (Tower, [@B64]; Stolzenburg et al., [@B62]). Different mammalian orders have traditionally been pooled together in studies of brain allometry, as if their brains were built according to the same scaling rules (for example, Haug, [@B21]; Zhang and Sejnowski, [@B70]).

Comparisons across orders that seem to invalidate the correlation between numbers of neurons and cognitive ability, such as between monkeys and ungulates, or rodents and primates, also bear this hidden caveat: the assumption that brain size relates to number of neurons in the brain in a similar fashion across orders. This assumption, which was justifiable by the lack of direct estimates of the neuronal composition of the brain of different species, is so widespread that it implicitly or explicitly underlies most comparative studies to date (for example, Haug, [@B21]; Finlay and Darlington, [@B14]; Barton and Harvey, [@B6]; Clark et al., [@B9]). The very concept of encephalization presupposes that not only the brain scales as a function of body size, but that all brains scale the same way, such that the only informative (and sufficient) variable is brain size and its deviation from the expected. However, our quantitative studies on the cellular scaling rules that apply to different mammalian orders have shown that this assumption is invalid and therefore should no longer be applied (see below).

Assumption 3: proportions and relative size matter
--------------------------------------------------

An often cited argument in favor of the uniqueness of the human brain is its relatively large cerebral cortex, which accounts for 82% of brain mass. Within this large cerebral cortex, a relative enlargement of the prefrontal cortex was once considered a hallmark of the human brain, but this view has however been overthrown by modern measurements (Semendeferi et al., [@B59]). Still, the distribution of cortical mass in humans may differ from that in other primates, endowing particularly relevant regions such as area 10 with relatively more neurons in the human cortex (Semendeferi et al., [@B58]).

Relative size is supposed to be a meaningful indicator of relative functional importance of a brain structure based on the assumption that it is a proxy for relative number of neurons. For instance, the increase in relative size of the cerebral cortex with increasing brain size simultaneously with no systematic change in the relative size of the cerebellum has been used as evidence that these structures are functionally independent and have been evolving separately (Clark et al., [@B9]). Such discrepancy would support the popular notion that brain evolution equates with development of the cerebral cortex, which comes to predominate over the other brain structures. However, analysis of absolute, rather than relative, cerebral cortical and cerebellar volumes in the same dataset leads to the opposite conclusion: the coordinated scaling of these volumes, as well as of the surface areas of these structures, would be evidence that the cerebral cortex and cerebellum are functionally related and have been evolving coordinately (Barton, [@B4]; Sultan, [@B63]).

As it turns out, however, the underlying assumption that the relative size of a brain structure reflects the relative number of brain neurons that it contains is flawed.

Now that numbers of neurons are available across rodents, primates and insectivores, we find that the cerebral cortex, despite varying in relative size from 42% (in the mouse) to 82% of brain mass (in the human), contains between 13 and 28% of all brain neurons in 15 of 18 species studied, ranging between 13% (in moles) and 41% (in the squirrel monkey; Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28], [@B25]; Sarko et al., [@B54]). Most importantly, this fractional number of neurons in the cerebral cortex relative to the whole brain is not correlated with the relative size of the cerebral cortex (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Instead, the number of neurons in the cerebral cortex increases coordinately with the number of neurons in the cerebellum (Herculano-Houzel, submitted).

![**Relative size of the cerebral cortex does not inform about the relative number of neurons in the cortex compared to the whole brain**. Each point indicates, for a given species, the average relative cortical mass as a percentage of total brain mass (X-axis) and the average relative number of cortical neurons as a percentage of the total number of neurons in the brain (Y-axis). Data from Herculano-Houzel et al. ([@B28], [@B24]); Azevedo et al. ([@B3]); and Sarko et al. ([@B54]).](fnhum-03-031-g002){#F2}

A New View: Scaling of Neuronal Numbers
=======================================

Cellular scaling rules for rodent, insectivore, and primate brains
------------------------------------------------------------------

Our group has been investigating the cellular scaling rules that apply to brain allometry in different mammalian orders using the novel method of isotropic fractionation, which produces cell counts derived from tissue homogenates from anatomically defined brain regions (Herculano-Houzel and Lent, [@B27]). Through the estimation of absolute numbers of neuronal and non-neuronal cells in the brains of different mammalian species and their comparison within individual orders, we have been able to determine the scaling rules that apply to the brains of species spanning a wide range of body and brain masses in rodents (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28]), primates (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]) and more recently in insectivores (Sarko et al., [@B54]). A comparative overview of brain mass and total number of neurons for these species can be seen in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Brain mass and total number of neurons for the mammalian species examined so far with the isotropic fractionator**. Brains are arranged from left to right, top to bottom, in order of increasing number of neurons according to average species values from Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28] (rodents), Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25] (non-human primates), Sarko et al., [@B54] (insectivores) and Azevedo et al., [@B3] (human brain). Rodent brains face right, primate brains face left, insectivore brains can be identified in the figure by their bluish hue (due to illumination conditions). All images shown to the same scale. Primate images, except for the capuchin monkey and human brain, from the University of Wisconsin and Michigan State Comparative Mammalian Brain Collections ([www.brainmuseum.org](www.brainmuseum.org)). Insectivore images kindly provided by Diana Sarko, and human brain image by Roberto Lent. Rodent images from the author. Notice that some rodent brains, such as the agouti and the capybara, contain fewer neurons than primate brains that are smaller than them.](fnhum-03-031-g003){#F3}

A recent issue in comparative studies of brain scaling has been the examination of how residual variation in different parameters relate to phylogenetic relationships once shared evolutionary commonalities in body or brain size are accounted for (Harvey and Pagel, [@B20]; Nunn and Barton, [@B45]). Although such analyses of independent contrasts are instrumental for identifying evolutionary correlations across taxa while taking into account this phylogenetic nonindependence, they overlook the very issue at hand here: how the size of the brain reflects the number of neurons that it contains, regardless of body size and of any other shared characteristics. For this reason, the analysis reviewed here, referred to as unveiling the "cellular scaling rules" for the brain of different mammalian orders, considers solely how brain size changes as a function of its number of neurons within a given order, irrespective of body size, and without any concerns regarding phylogenenetic effects within that order, or even whether evolution of the extant species has involved an expansion of brain size, a reduction, or both. In the particular case of primates, we have recently extended our analysis to another set of five primate species (Gabi et al., submitted), and found that the same cellular scaling relationships apply to the original dataset (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]), to the second dataset, and to the combined, extended dataset. This is evidence that the cellular scaling rules considered here from a set of primate species also extend to primates as a whole, and can be used to infer the expected cellular composition of the human brain -- even though small variations may occur across species that might, indeed, be due to phylogenetic interdependencies.

In the order Rodentia, we find that the brain increases in size faster than it gains neurons, with a decrease in neuronal densities which, in the presence of constant non-neuronal cell densities, implies that average neuronal size increases rapidly as neurons become more numerous (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28]). The increase in numbers of neurons in the cerebral cortex, cerebellum and remaining areas is concurrent with an even greater increase in numbers of non-neurons, yielding a maximal glia/neuron ratio that increases with brain size (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28]). These findings corroborated previous studies describing neuronal density decreasing and the glia-to-neuron ratio increasing with increasing brain size across mammalian taxa (Tower and Elliot, [@B65]; Shariff, [@B60]; Friede, [@B16]; Tower, [@B64]; Hawking and Olszewski, [@B22]; Haug, [@B21]; Reichenbach, [@B50]; Stolzenburg et al., [@B62]).

In contrast to rodent brains, which scale hypermetrically in size with their numbers of neurons, primate brain size increases approximately isometrically as a function of neuron number, with no systematic change in neuronal density or in the non-neuronal/neuronal ratio with increasing brain size (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]). Across insectivore species, on the other hand, the cerebellum increases linearly in size as a function of its number of neurons (as in primates), while the cerebral cortex increases in size hypermetrically as it gains neurons (as in rodents; Sarko et al., [@B54]). In view of the similar non-neuronal cell densities across species, hypermetric scaling of brain structure mass as a function of its number of neurons implies a concurrent increase in the average neuronal size (which, in the method\'s definition, includes not only the cell soma but also the entire dendritic and axonal arborizations as well as synapses; Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28]). As a consequence of these different cellular scaling rules, shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, a 10-fold increase in the number of neurons in a rodent brain results in a 35-fold larger brain; in contrast, a similar 10-fold increase in the number of neurons in a primate brain results in an increase in brain size of only 11-fold.

###### 

**Power law exponents that apply to the scaling of brain mass, or structure mass, as a function of the number of neurons they contain in rodents, insectivores and primates**.

                                   Rodents                Insectivores           Primates
  -------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
  Brain mass × neurons             M~BR~ ∼ N~BR~^1.550^   M~BR~ ∼ N~BR~^1.016^   M~BR~ ∼ N~BR~^1.056^
  Cortical mass × neurons          M~CX~ ∼ N~CX~^1.744^   M~CX~ ∼ N~CX~^1.520^   M~CX~ ∼ N~CX~^1.077^
  Cerebellar mass × neurons        M~CB~ ∼ N~CB~^1.372^   M~CB~ ∼ N~CB~^1.028^   M~CB~ ∼ N~CB~^0.990^
  Remaining areas mass × neurons   M~RA~ ∼ N~RA~^1.153^   M~RA~ ∼ N~RA~^0.926^   M~RA~ ∼ N~RA~^1.013^

*Data are from Herculano-Houzel et al. ([@B28]), Sarko et al. ([@B54]) and Herculano-Houzel et al. (2009). Scaling laws for primate brains do not include human values*.

Not all brains are created equal: cognitive abilities and numbers of neurons
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The different cellular scaling rules that apply to rodent, primate and insectivore brains show very clearly that brain size cannot be used indiscriminately as a proxy for numbers of neurons in the brain, or even in a brain structure, across orders. By maintaining the average neuronal size (including all arborizations) invariant as brain size changes, primate brains scale in size in a much more space-saving, economical manner compared to the inflationary growth that occurs in rodents, in which larger numbers of neurons are accompanied by larger neurons.

The cognitive consequences of this difference, which allows primate brains to enjoy the benefits of a large increase in numbers of neurons without the otherwise associated cost of a much larger increase in overall brain volume, can be glimpsed by returning to the comparison between rodents and primates of similar brain size. Now that absolute numbers of neurons can be compared across the similar-sized brains of agoutis and owl monkeys, and of capybaras and capuchin monkeys (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the expected correlation between cognitive ability and numbers of neurons is actually found to hold: with 1468 million neurons, owl monkeys have almost twice as many neurons in the brain as agoutis (which hold 857 million), and about four times more neurons in the cerebral cortex than the agouti (442 million versus 113 million). Likewise, the capuchin monkey brain has more than twice the number of neurons of the larger-brained capybara (3.7 billion against 1.6 billion), and also about four times more neurons in the cerebral cortex (1.1 billion against 0.3).

![**Brain size is not a reliable indicator of number of neurons across orders**. Because of the different cellular scaling rules that apply to rodent and primate brains, primates always concentrate larger numbers of neurons in the brain than rodents of a similar, or even larger, brain size. Data from Herculano-Houzel et al. ([@B28], [@B24]). Illustration by Lorena Kaz.](fnhum-03-031-g004){#F4}

The significance of the difference in scaling rules for building brains with large numbers of neurons becomes even more obvious if one considers the expected number of neurons for a generic rodent brain of human-sized proportions, weighing 1.5 kg: such a brain would have only 12 billion neurons, and a much larger number of 46 billion non-neuronal cells. This number of neurons is smaller than the number of neurons estimated to exist in the human cerebral cortex alone (Pakkenberg and Gundersen, [@B47]; Pelvig et al., [@B48]), and about seven times smaller than the number of neurons predicted for a 1.5-kg brain built with the scaling rules that apply to primates (see below).

The cellular composition of the human brain
-------------------------------------------

The determination of the cellular scaling rules that apply to primate brains (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]) enabled us to predict the cellular composition of the human brain. According to these rules, a generic primate brain of 1.5 kg should have 93 billion neurons, and 112 billion non-neuronal cells: glial cells, thus, should constitute at most half of all brain cells. This generic primate brain should have a cerebral cortex of about 1.4 kg, containing 25 billion neurons, and a cerebellum weighing 120 g, with 70 billion neurons (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Expected values for a generic rodent and primate brains of 1.5 kg, and values observed for the human brain (Azevedo et al., [@B3])**.

                                                  Generic rodent brain   Generic primate brain   Human brain
  ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------
  Brain mass                                      1500 g                 1500 g                  1508 g
  Total number of neurons in brain                12 billion             93 billion              86 billion
  Total number of non-neurons in brain            46 billion             112 billion             85 billion
  Mass, cerebral cortex                           1154 g                 1412 g                  1233 g
  Neurons, cerebral cortex                        2 billion              25 billion              16 billion
  Relative size of the cerebral cortex            77% of brain mass      94% of brain mass       82% of brain mass
  Relative number of neurons in cerebral cortex   17% of brain neurons   27% of brain neurons    19% of brain neurons
  Mass, cerebellum                                133 g                  121 g                   154 g
  Neurons, cerebellum                             10 billion             61 billion              69 billion
  Relative size of the cerebellum                 9% of brain mass       8% of brain mass        10% of brain mass

*Notice that although the expected mass of the cerebral cortex and cerebellum are similar for these hypothetical brains, the numbers of neurons that they contain are remarkably different. The human brain thus exhibits seven times more neurons than expected for a rodent brain of its size, but 92% of what would be expected of a hypothetical primate brain of the same size. Expected values were calculated based on the power laws relating structure size and number of neurons (irrespective of body size) that apply to average species values for rodents (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28]) and primate brains (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]), excluding the olfactory bulb*.

Establishing whether the human brain indeed conforms to the scaling rules that apply to other primates, however, required determining its cellular composition using the same method. This was accomplished by Azevedo et al. ([@B3]), who found that the adult male human brain, at an average of 1.5 kg, has 86 billion neurons and 85 billion non-neuronal cells -- numbers that deviate from the expected by 7 and 24% only. The human cerebral cortex, with an average 1233 g and 16 billion neurons, is slightly below expectations for a primate brain of 1.5 kg, while the human cerebellum, at 154 g and 69 billion neurons, matches or even slightly exceeds the expected (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

Although not observed in the comparatively small rodent species analyzed, the enlargement of the cerebral cortex is not, in principle, an exclusive feature of the human brain: a similar expansion of the mass of the cerebral cortex, relative to the whole brain, is predicted by both the rodent and primate cellular scaling rules, irrespective of the number of neurons contained in the cortex (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Remarkably, the human cerebral cortex, which represents 82% of brain mass, holds only 19% of all neurons in the human brain -- a fraction that is similar to the fraction that we observed in several other primates, rodents, and even insectivores (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The relatively large human cerebral cortex, therefore, is not different from the cerebral cortex of other animals in its relative number of neurons.

It should be noted that the unchanging proportional number of neurons in the cerebral cortex relative to the whole brain does not contradict an expansion in volume, function and number of neurons of the cerebral cortex in evolution: the absolute number of neurons in the rodent and primate cerebral cortex does increase much faster in larger brains compared to the number of neurons in the combined brainstem, diencephalon and basal ganglia, and is accompanied by a similarly fast increase in the number of neurons in the cerebellum (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Numbers of neurons increase faster in the cerebral cortex and cerebellum than in the remaining brain areas (the combined brainstem, diencephalon and basal ganglia)**. Data points indicate average values for individual species of rodents (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28]), primates (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]), including humans (Azevedo et al., [@B3]), and insectivores (Sarko et al., [@B54]).](fnhum-03-031-g005){#F5}

Because of the diverging power laws that relate brain size and number of neurons across rodents and primates, the latter can hold more neurons in the same brain volume, with larger neuronal densities than found in rodents. Since neuronal density does not scale with brain size in primates, but decreases with increasing brain size in rodents, the larger the brain size, the larger is the difference in number of neurons across similar-sized rodent and primate brains.

Predictions for great apes
--------------------------

The finding that the same cellular scaling rules apply to humans and non-anthropoid primate brains alike, irrespective of body size, indicates that the brains of the great apes, which diverged from the hominin lineage before humans, should also conform to the same cellular scaling rules. An examination of the cellular composition of the cerebellum of orangutans and one gorilla shows that the sizes of the cerebellum and cerebral cortex predicted for these species from the number of cells in the cerebellum match their actual sizes, which suggests that the brain of these animals indeed is built according to the same scaling rules that apply to humans and other primates (Herculano-Houzel and Kaas, in preparation). In view of the discrepant relationship between body and brain size in humans, great apes, and non-anthropoid primates, these findings suggest that the rules that apply to scaling primate brains are much more conserved than those that apply to scaling the body. This raises the possibility that brain mass and body mass across species are only correlated, rather than brain mass being determined by body mass, as presumed in studies that focus on the variation of residuals after regression onto body size. Supportive evidence comes from the dissociation between brain and body growth in development, in which the former actually precedes the latter (reviewed in Deacon, [@B10]), and from our observation that body mass seems more free to vary across species than brain mass as a function of its number of neurons. In this view, it will be interesting to consider the alternative hypothesis that body size is not a determining variable for brain size in comparative studies of brain neuroanatomy, and particularly not an (independent) parameter for assessing quantitative aspects of the human brain.

Do we have the most neurons? predictions for other large-brained mammals
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The different cellular scaling rules that apply to rodents and primates strongly indicate that it is not valid to use brain size as a proxy for number of neurons across humans, whales, elephants and other large-brained species belonging to different mammalian orders. One consequence of this realization is that sheer size alone, or in relation to body size, is not an adequate parameter to qualify, or disqualify, the human brain as "special".

A comparison of expected numbers can nevertheless be very illuminating. For instance, given the cellular scaling rules that we have observed for rodents (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B28]), a hypothetical rodent brain with 86 billion neurons, like the human brain, would be predicted to weigh overwhelming 35 kg -- a value that is way beyond the largest known brain mass of 9 kg for the blue whale, and probably physiologically unattainable. As mentioned above, a generic rodent brain of human-sized proportions, weighing 1.5 kg, would have only 12 billion neurons: in this sense, therefore, being a primate endows us with seven times more neurons than would be expected if we were rodents. Notice that this remarkable difference does not rely on assumptions about how brain size or cellular composition relate to body size in the species.

A burning question is now whether cetaceans and elephants, endowed with much larger brains than humans, also have much larger numbers of neurons than humans. According to one estimate, the false killer whale and the African elephant would have about 11 billion neurons in the cerebral cortex, despite their large size -- and fewer neurons than the 11.5 billion estimated by the same method for the human cerebral cortex, though only marginally so (Roth and Dicke, [@B53]). These estimates, however, were obtained by simply multiplying cerebral cortical volume and the neuronal densities determined for a few cortical areas, which probably do not reflect average neuronal density in the entire cortex.

Although direct measurements of cellular composition are not yet available from whole elephant and whale brains, it is illuminating to consider how their cellular compositions would differ depending on whether predicted from the scaling rules that apply to rodent or to primate brains. As shown in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, the difference in numbers of neurons predicted to compose the brains of the false killer whale and of the African elephant is 10-fold depending on the scaling rules employed. Speculatively, the estimate of neuronal density in the gray matter of the cerebral cortex of the whale and the elephant at a low figure of about 7000 neurons/mm^3^ (Tower, [@B64]) suggests that these brains conform to scaling rules that are much closer to those that apply to rodents than to the primate scaling rules. It may turn out, therefore, these very large brains are composed of remarkably fewer neurons than the human brain, despite their size, thanks to the distinct, economical scaling rules that apply to primates in general (and not to humans in particular).

###### 

**Predicted cellular composition of whale and elephant brains if they scaled according to rodent or primate cellular scaling rules**.

                                   Predicted from rodent rules   Predicted from primate rules
  -------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------
  **FALSE KILLER WHALE, 3650 G**                                 
  Neurons, whole brain             21 billion                    212 billion
  Mass, cerebral cortex            3000 g                        3655 g
  Neurons, cerebral cortex         3 billion                     55 billion
  Neuronal density, cortex         1000 neurons/mg\*             30--80,000 neurons/mg\*\*
  Mass, cerebellum                 304 g                         279 g
  Neurons, cerebellum              19 billion                    140 billion
  Neuronal density, cerebellum     63,500 neurons/mg\*           400--600,000 neurons/mg\*
  **AFRICAN ELEPHANT, 4200 G**                                   
  Neurons, whole brain             23 billion                    241 billion
  Mass, cerebral cortex            3488 g                        4245 g
  Neurons, cerebral cortex         3 billion                     62 billion
  Neuronal density, cortex         960 neurons/mg\*              30--80,000 neurons/mg\*\*\*
  Mass, cerebellum                 347 g                         318 g
  Neurons, cerebellum              21 billion                    159 billion
  Neuronal density, cerebellum     61,200 neurons/mg\*           400--600,000 neurons/mg\*

*Neuronal densities (\*) predicted from the rodent scaling rules apply to the whole structures, including white matter. Neuronal densities predicted from the primate scaling rules are the range observed in primate gray matter (\*\*) (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B26]), and in the primate cerebellum including white matter (\*\*\*), since neuronal density does not covary with structure size in primates (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]). Notice the difference in predicted numbers of neurons depending on the scaling rules applied. Given the low neuronal densities observed in the whale and elephant gray matter, of about 7000 neurons/mm^3^ of gray matter, it is reasonable to speculate that the scaling rules that apply to whale and elephant brains are closer to the rules that apply to rodent brains than to the rules that apply to primate brains. Notice also that the actual size of the elephant cerebellum, at about 1 kg (Hakeem et al., [@B18]), is much larger than the predicted here*.

The Human Brain is a Linearly Scaled-Up Primate Brain in its Number of Neurons. What Now?
=========================================================================================

Cognitive abilities, brain size and number of neurons
-----------------------------------------------------

To conclude that the human brain is a linearly scaled-up primate brain, with just the expected number of neurons for a primate brain of its size, is not to state that it is unremarkable in its capabilities. However, as studies on the cognitive abilities of non-human primates and other large-brained animals progress, it becomes increasingly likely that humans do not have truly unique cognitive abilities, and hence must differ from these animals not qualitatively, but rather in the combination and extent of abilities such as theory of mind, imitation and social cognition (Marino et al., [@B39]). Quantitative changes in the neuronal composition of the brain could therefore be a main driving force that, through the exponential combination of processing units, and therefore of computational abilities, leads to events that may look like "jumps" in the evolution of brains and intelligence (Roth and Dicke, [@B53]). Such quantitative changes are likely to be warranted by increases in the absolute (rather than relative) numbers of neurons in relevant cortical areas and, coordinately, in the cerebellar circuits that interact with them (Ramnani, [@B49]). Moreover, viewing the human brain as a linearly scaled-up primate brain in its cellular composition does not diminish the role that particular neuroanatomical arrangements, such as changes in the relative size of functional cortical areas (for instance, Semendeferi et al., [@B58]; Rilling and Seligman, [@B52]), in the volume of prefrontal white matter (Schoenemann et al., [@B57]) or in the size of specific portions of the cerebellum (Ramnani, [@B49]) may play in human cognition. Rather, such arrangements should contribute to brain function in combination with the large number of neurons in the human brain. Our analysis of numbers of neurons has so far been restricted to large brain divisions, such as the entire cerebral cortex and the ensemble of brainstem, diencephalon and basal ganglia, but an analysis of the cellular scaling of separate functional cortical areas and the related subcortical structures is underway. Such data should allow us to address important issues such as mosaic evolution through concerted changes in the functionally related components of distributed systems, and the presumed increase in relative number of neurons in systems that increase in importance (Barton and Harvey, [@B6]; Barton, [@B5]).

If cognitive abilities among non-human primates scale with absolute brain size (Deaner et al., [@B11]) and brain size scales linearly across primates with its number of neurons (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B25]), it is tempting to infer that the cognitive abilities of a primate, and of other mammals for that matter, are directly related to the number of neurons in its brain. In this sense, it is interesting to realize that, if the same linear scaling rules are considered to apply to great apes as to other primates, then similar three-fold differences in brain size and in brain neurons alike apply to humans compared to gorillas, and to gorillas compared to baboons. This, however, is not to say that any cognitive advantages that the human brain may have over the gorilla and that the gorilla may have over the baboon are equally three-fold -- although these differences are difficult to quantify. Since neurons interact combinatorially through the synapses they establish with one another, and further so as they interact in networks, the increase in cognitive abilities afforded by increasing the number of neurons in the brain can be expected to increase exponentially with absolute number of neurons, and might even be subject to a thresholding effect once critical points of information processing are reached. In this way, the effects of a three-fold increase in numbers of neurons may be much more remarkable when comparing already large brains, such as those of humans and gorillas, than when comparing small brains, such as those of squirrel monkeys and galagos.

Intraspecific variability in size, numbers and abilities
--------------------------------------------------------

One final caveat to keep in mind when studying scaling of numbers of brain neurons, particularly in regard to cognition, is that relationships observed across species need not apply to comparisons across individuals of the same species. Not only the extent of intraspecific variation is much smaller (on the order of 10--50%) than interspecific variation (which spans five orders of magnitude within mammals; Tower, [@B64]; Stolzenburg et al., [@B62]), but also the mechanisms underlying interspecific and intraspecific variation are also likely to differ. Our own preliminary data suggest that, indeed, variations in brain size across rats of the same age are not correlated with variations in numbers of neurons (Morterá and Herculano-Houzel, unpublished observations). There is no justification, therefore, to extend the linear correlation between brain size and number of neurons across primates to a putative correlation across persons of different brain sizes (which might be used, inappropriately, as grounds for claims that larger-brained individuals have more neurons, and are therefore "smarter", than smaller-brained persons). In fact, although men have been reported to have more neurons in the cerebral cortex than women (Pakkenberg and Gundersen, [@B47]; Pelvig et al., [@B48]), there is no significant correlation between brain size and general cognitive ability within families (Schoenemann et al., [@B56]). Across these individuals, other factors such as variations in number and identity of synaptic connections within and across structures, building on a statistically normal, albeit variable, number of neurons, and depending on genetics and life experiences such as learning, are more likely to be determinant of the individual cognitive abilities (see, for instance, Mollgaard et al., [@B41]; Black et al., [@B7]; Irwin et al., [@B29]; Draganski et al., [@B13]).

Concluding remarks: our place in nature
---------------------------------------

Novel quantitative data on the cellular composition of the human brain and its comparison to other primate brains strongly indicate that we need to rethink our notions about the place that the human brain holds in nature and evolution, and rewrite some of the basic concepts that are taught in textbooks. Accumulating evidence (Deacon, [@B10]; Roth and Dicke, [@B53]; Deaner et al., [@B11]) indicates that an alternative view of the source of variations in cognitive abilities across species merits investigation: one that disregards body and brain size and examines absolute numbers of neurons as a more relevant parameter instead. Now that these numbers can be determined in various brains and their structures, direct comparisons can be made across species and orders, with no assumptions about body--brain size relationships required. Complementarily, however, it now becomes possible to examine how numbers of neurons in the brain, rather than brain size, relate to body mass and surface as well as metabolism, parameters that have been considered relevant in comparative studies (Martin, [@B40]; Fox and Wilczynski, [@B15]; MacLarnon, [@B36]; Schoenemann, [@B55]), in order to establish what mechanisms underlie the loosely correlated scaling of body and brain.

According to this now possible neuron-centered view, rather than to the body-centered view that dominates the literature (see Gazzaniga, [@B17], for a comprehensive review), the human brain has the number of neurons that is expected of a primate brain of its size; a cerebral cortex that is exactly as large as expected for a primate brain of 1.5 kg; just as many neurons as expected in the cerebral cortex for the size of this structure; and, despite having a relatively large cerebral cortex (which, however, a rodent brain of 1.5 kg would also be predicted to have), this enlarged cortex holds just the same proportion of brain neurons in humans as do other primate cortices (and rodent cortices, for that matter). This final observation calls for a reappraisal of the view of brain evolution that concentrates on the expansion of the cerebral cortex, and its replacement with a more integrated view of coordinate evolution of cellular composition, neuroanatomical structure, and function of cerebral cortex and cerebellum (Whiting and Barton, [@B68]).

Other "facts" that deserve updating are the ubiquitous quote of 100 billion neurons (a value that lies outside of the margin of variation found so far in human brains; Azevedo et al., [@B3]), and, more strikingly, the widespread remark that there are 10× more glial cells than neurons in the human brain. As we have shown, glial cells in the human brain are at most 50% of all brain cells, which is an important finding since it is one more brain characteristic that we share with other primates (Azevedo et al., [@B3]).

Finally, if being considered the bearer of a linearly scaled-up primate brain does not sound worthy enough for the animal that considers himself the most cognitively able on Earth, one can note that there are, indeed, two advantages to the human brain when compared to others -- even if it is not an outlier, nor unique in any remarkable way. First, the human brain scales as a primate brain: this economical property of scaling alone, compared to rodents, assures that the human brain has many more neurons than would fit into a rodent brain of similar size, and possibly into any other similar-sized brain. And second, our standing among primates as the proud owners of the largest living brain assures that, at least among primates, we enjoy the largest number of neurons from which to derive cognition and behavior as a whole. It will now be interesting to determine whether humans, indeed, have the largest number of neurons in the brain among mammals as a whole.
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